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ABSTRACT 
Fairness among all users is an important issue when accessing any shared-medium 
channel. For example, in a multi-hop wireless ad-hoc network, inherent conflict exists 
between achieving fairness and maximizing channel resource utilization. This conflict, 
coupled with the location dependent contention and the distributed nature of fair packet 
scheduling, makes it a very difficult task to even arrive at a clear definition of fairness in 
such networks. In this thesis, we explore the conflict in an attempt to define and achieve 
fairness using wireless ad-hoc network as an example. We propose several novel fair allo-
cation algorithms that achieve fairness while exploring channel spatial reuse. We further 
devise corresponding localized version of the proposed algorithms. These allocation al-
gorithms reside on top of distributed packet scheduling scheme to provide different levels 
of fairness within the IEEE 802.11 framework. Simulation of the distributed basic fair 
allocation algorithm is performed to demonstrate that it achieves the theoretical fairness 
objective with a higher throughput than IEEE 802.11 MAC. This is not only because 
of the lack of fairness consideration in IEEE 802.11 MAC, but also due to the fact that 
our packet scheduling scheme adjusts contention window in a more efficient manner. We 
also lay down the theoretical framework for investigating "fairness in fairness", which 
focuses on fair allocation of the bandwidth gain due to channel spatial reuse. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Characteristics of Shared-Medium Networks 
In several network designs, many stations share a single-channel ( communication 
medium) to communicate with each other by sending messages over the shared channel. 
Ethernet and token ring are examples of such scenarios [20]. Only one station can 
transmit a message successfully at any given time. In Ethernet, when more than one 
station tries to use the channel, a collision is said to occur and the messages are lost. In 
token ring, such a scenario is not allowed to happen by devising a mechanism in which a 
unique station is identified to transmit a message. Investigating the methods of utilizing 
the channel efficiently in a fair manner, so that the channel is available to all stations 
has been an active research area for the past two decades. 
The channel access protocols are classified into two categories: collision-free and 
collision-based protocols. In Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) [19], the channel 
is divided into time slots and every station is assigned a unique slot. It is an example 
of collision-free protocols. ALOHA [18], Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA), and 
Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) are examples of 
collision-based protocols. Collision-based protocols utilize the channel efficiently under 
low loads while the throughput reduces drastically at high loads due to an increase in 
the number of collisions. Collision-free protocols, on the other hand, work well under 
high loads but under-utilize the channel bandwidth under low loads resulting in larger 
delays. 
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In other scenarios, it is possible that more than one source-destination pair may 
utilize the channel. Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) [19] in a shared medium or 
hearing range of sources, or point-to-point receive and retransmit rather than a circuit 
switched path, may allow spatial reuse of the channel. For example in a point-to-point 
ring network, a packet may be transmitted by a node, travel through the ring, and then 
removed by the source. On the other hand, each node may receive and retransmit the 
packet and the destination node may remove the packet. In this case, other nodes can 
use the remaining links in the ring. Even time reuse of links is also possible without 
conflict. Wireless ad-hoc networks are another example of such a scenario. 
1.2 Fairness in Wireless Ad-Hoc Networks 
An ad-hoc network is a dynamic multi-hop wireless network that is established by 
a group of mobile stations without the aid of any pre-existing network infrastructure 
or centralized administration. Such networks can be installed quickly in emergency or 
some other special situations and is self-configurable, which makes it very attractive in 
both civilian and military applications. While most current non-military ad-hoc net-
work test-beds are experimental in nature, possible future deployment scenarios include 
deeply networked conglomerations of embedded devices, emergency rescue operations, 
"zeroconf" networking setups, and rapidly reconfigurable metropolitan wireless networks 
[2]. As one can expect, the emerging technologies in wireless ad-hoc networking are en-
visioned to support a rich set of data applications. 
With this vision in mind, the critical issues of Quality-of-Service (QoS), such as fair 
sharing of the common broadcast channel among all peers in such capacity-constrained 
and highly dynamic networks must be addressed. Recent research works have focused 
on QoS-oriented medium access control (MAC) layer design [2, 3, 5, 12, 13] and fair 
packet scheduling (1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11]. In many of the proposed designs, fair bandwidth 
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allocation and maximization of channel utilization are the two ultimate goals. However, 
due to the complex and unique issues such as location-dependent contention, spatial reuse 
and the fully distributed nature of packet scheduling, it becomes very challenging to even 
precisely define the notion of "fairness" in such networks. And different interpretations 
of fairness lead to significantly varied fairness objectives in the research community, and 
demands for a systematic way to define, evaluate fairness, and furthermore, to investigate 
the "fairness in fairness" for different fairness objectives. 
What makes it even more difficult to define fairness in shared-medium networks is the 
inherent conflict between the two goals that researchers are trying to achieve: fairness 
and maximizing resource utilization. Luo et al. mentioned two extreme approaches to 
solve the conflict by either maximizing aggregate channel utilization without any fair-
ness considerations (potentially starving some packet flows) or enforcing strict notions 
of fairness across all flows at the cost of possible significant reductions in the aggregate 
channel utilization [8]. The latter approach has actually been used in [2] where a pre-
defined notion of proportional fairness is achieved without taking any channel spatial 
reuse in to account. Luo et al. also noticed how the channel utilization improves as the 
fairness model becomes coarser. However, except giving the weight-based lower bound 
of each flow's channel allocation, the paper does not maintain any systematic fairness 
definition and approach for evaluating fairness. In [1] and [4], strict notion of "max-
min" fairness, rooted from wireline network flow control, were proposed in the context 
of wireless ad-hoc networks, while [2] used "proportional fairness" as a fairness model 
example. 
1.3 Fair Packet Scheduling in Wireless Ad-Hoc Networks 
Many different fair packet scheduling schemes [7, 9, 2, 11, 8, 1, 14] have been pro-
posed to achieve the above significantly varied fairness objectives. Among them, Start 
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Time Fair Queueing (STFQ) [25] and Weighted Fair Queueing (~~_Qll24] have been 
under extensive study in recent years to achieve certain level of fairness, as well as to 
provide minimum throughput guarantees and bounded delay access in wireless networks. 
However, these packet scheduling schemes inherently do not consider spatial reuse, and 
furthermore, each packet scheduling only realizes one fairness model, because the design 
manner of these packet scheduling schemes are "bottom-up". (i.e., focus on the lower 
level packet scheduling to be fair rather than a fair allocation scheme that resides on 
the packet scheduling scheme.) In our study, we adopt a "top-down" design approach, 
where idealized fair allocation algorithms are proposed and then we move to low level 
packet scheduling that could support these fair allocation algorithms within the existing 
IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. 
1.4 Our Motivation 
Inspired by all these previous research studies, we seek to construct a framework 
for the purpose of modeling and analyzing fairness in spatial reusable networks. In the 
first step towards our goal, we define basic notion of fairness in wireless ad-hoc networks 
without losing generality. We also devise ways to quantitatively evaluate fairness, where 
we emphasize "fairness in fairness" as our ultimate goal. We further propos~aJ 
novel fair allocation algorithms and compare them with previously proposed fair allo-
cation schemes in literature using our fairness evaluation metrics. Among them, a new 
fair allocation algorithm called SZD fair allocation will be presented that achieves our 
"fairness in fairness" goal by fair distribution of unused channel bandwidth after satis-
fying basic fair allocation, and still maximizing aggregate throughput of the network. 
We then localize all the fair allocation algorithms we proposed to satisfy the distributed 
nature of fair allocation in wireless ad-hoc networks. Finally we present a real-time 
traffic estimation based packet scheduling scheme that supports all the fair allocation 
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algorithms we devise within the framework of IEEE 802.11 MAC. 
Figure 1.1 shows the fairness model we achieve in this thesis. 
Link Layer 
------------~ I -------------1 
: : 1 Distibuted Fair 1 
1 Flow Information 1 1 Allocation 1 
~- _-:~: f i~~~~;;;i~-;-: 
I I 
1 IEEE 802.11 Backoff Scheme 
I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _I 
Physical Layer 
Figure 1.1 Overall fairness model this thesis achieves. 
Three key contributions of this work are: 
1. A framework for systemically analyzing and evaluating fairness in wireless ad-
hoc networks is presented. This framework also applies to similar shared-medium 
networks. 
2. Several novel fair allocation algorithms as well as their distributed versions are 
proposed. 
3. A simple implementation of basic fair allocation algorithms within the IEEE 802.11 
MAC is devised through a packet scheduling algorithm based on traffic estimation 
and contention window adjustment schemes. 
1.5 Thesis Outline 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. The network model and basic con-
cepts are presented in Chapter 2. We discuss specific characteristics of wireless ad-hoc 
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networks, define the notion of fairness and propose several idealized fair allocation algo-
rithms in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we present a set of quantifiable metrics for evaluating 
fairness in wireless ad-hoc network, and through some example networks we also compare 
different fair allocation algorithms using our metrics. Chapter 5 gives a brief overview of 
IEEE 802.11 MAC. In Chapter 6, we focus on localizing all the fair allocation algorithms 
proposed, and we also describe a traffic estimation based packet scheduling scheme that 
could support all the fair allocation algorithms we proposed. We implement the dis-
tributed basic fair allocation and evaluate its performance by simulation in Chapter 7, 
and in Chapter 8 we conclude this thesis and provide suggestions for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2. NETWORK MODEL AND BASIC 
CONCEPTS 
In this thesis, we use packet-switched multi-hop wireless ad-hoc networks in which the 
wireless medium is shared among multiple contending users. Transmissions are locally 
broadcasted and only receivers within the transmission range of a sender can receive 
its packets. Obviously, this model also applies to other types of networks with similar 
characteristics, where the medium is not necessarily wireless channel. We also assume 
that when a receiver is in the reception range of multiple simultaneously transmitting 
stations, it will be unable to cleanly receive signal from any of them. We do not explicitly 
consider mobility and non-collision-related channel errors in this thesis. Throughout this 
thesis, we use normalized channel bandwidth where the physical channel capacity is C. 
All networks we discuss have weighted flows, and the default weight for each flow is 1 
unless explicitly mentioned otherwise. 
Some basic definitions are: 
Definition. Each source-destination wireless link that is operating in communica-
tion mode is called a flow. Flow Ji and h are said to conflict with each other if packets 
from these two flows cannot be scheduled for transmission simultaneously. Two flows 
are said to be conflict-free if they do not conflict with each other. 
Definition. A flow contention graph is an undirected graph G = (V, E) and is 
defined such that V is the set of all flows, and the edge (Ji, Ji) belongs to E if and only 
if flows fi and Ji conflict with each other. 
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Definition. A clique c in a flow contention graph G = (V, E) is a subgraph of G 
such that (1) c is a complete graph, and (2) c is not contained in any other complete 
subgraph of G. 
Definition. A Multiple Clique Flow (MCF) in a flow contention graph is a flow 
that belongs to more than one cliques. Flow that belongs to only one clique is called 
Unique Clique Flow (VCF). Define the set of MCFs as n. A subset of n, '11 n, is 
the bottleneck flows that are the most contentious flows and have the highest contending 
power among all flows. Contending power is defined in [11] as: 
where Ji E Cj, Cj EC, C is the set of all cliques of G and wk is the weight of flow fk-
Figure 2.1 shows an example of network topology in (a) and its corresponding flow 
contention graph in (b). Notice flow f O and Ji are active only in region 1 (left most 
circle), flow h is active in region 2 ( middle circle), and flow h is active in region 3 ( right 
most circle). Region 2 overlaps with regions 1 and 3, and due to locations of source and 
destination of flow h, flow h has contention with all the other flows. 
(a) 
fO f2 f3 
V • 
fl 
(b) 
Figure 2.1 (a) Node graph and (b) flow contention graph of a network. 
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In the flow contention graph Figure 2.l(b) there are 2 cliques, c0 = {Jo, Ji, h} and 
c1 = {h, /3}. Each clique in the flow contention graph represents a "distinct contention 
region" because at most one flow in the clique can transmit at any time. 
In Figure 2 .1 (b) the set of M CFs ( n) contains only h, so h is also the bottleneck 
flow at the same time, because it belongs to both clique Co and c1 and has the highest 
contending power among all flows in the graph. 
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CHAPTER 3. IDEALIZED FA'IR ALLOCATION 
ALGORITHMS 
3.1 Defining Fairness in Wireless Ad-Hoc Networks 
Unlike wireline and packet cellular networks, shared channel wireless ad-hoc networks 
have some unique characteristics as explained below that make it very difficult to achieve, 
or even consistently define, the notion of fairness. 
3.1.1 Location-dependent Contention and Spatial Reuse 
When transmissions are locally broadcast, collisions and contention for the shared 
medium are location dependent. Consider the example in Figure 2.1. Flow lo, Ji and 
h in the same clique Co contend the channel with each other. Therefore, when lo 
transmits, Ji and h should restrain from transmission. Similarly, flows h and /3 in 
clique c1 contend for transmission. Hence, each flow has a different set of contending 
flows depending on its location. This is fundamentally different from a model of media 
where all flows perceive the same contention, and prevents us from reusing the wealth of 
link-layer fairness techniques developed for wireline and packet cellular environments. As 
a result, fairness in wireless ad-hoc networks has to be defined with respect to contending 
flows in spatial domain. This demands for a separate and fresh treatment. 
I 
Meanwhile, location-dependent contention, coupled with the multi-hop nature of the 
I \ 
network, allows for channel spatial reuse. Specifically, any two flows that are not inter-
fering with each other can potentially transmit data packets over the physical channel 
'-, 
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simultaneously. Consider Figure 2.1 again. Flows Jo and fa are not contending with 
each other, and as a result they can transmit concurrently, therefore enabling channel 
spatial reuse. 
3.1.2 Trade-off between Channel Utilization and Fairness 
One unique nature of multi-hop wireless networks is that multiple flows may transmit 
simultaneously, and each transmitting flow has an impact on which other flows can 
transmit at the same time in the rest of network (as depicted in Figure 2.1). Obviously, 
allocating channel bandwidth to a bottleneck flow correspondingly shuts up all other 
flows in all cliques it belongs to, and thus reduces the channel reuse. This nature leads 
to the inherent conflict between achieving fairness and maximizing aggregate channel 
utilization. For the example in Figure 2.1, the maximum aggregate channel utilization 
is 2 x C and it can be reached by starving flow /2. If the bottleneck flow h receives 
non-zero channel allocation, the aggregate channel utilization will be less than 2 x C. It 
is clear from this simple example that some flows (bottleneck flows) have to be starved 
to maximize channel utilization. On the other hand, enforcing any notion of fairness 
may result in sub-optimal aggregate throughput. 
3.1.3 Basic Fairness Definition 
It is non-trivial to clearly define fairness in multi-hop wireless ad-hoc networks, and 
in such networks, it is also meaningless to assume statically pre-assigned fair shares 
since not only the stations are mobile but also the contention is location dependent. As 
a result, any reasonable definition of fairness in wireless ad-hoc networks must deal with 
its dynamic and location-dependent contention nature. Specifically, each flow should be 
granted with a bandwidth allocation determined by both its weight, and more impor-
tantly, the flow's geographical region where it locates and the number and weights of 
contending flows in the same region. 
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We define that a vector of channel allocation R = (r0 , r 1 • • · , ri) is a fair allocation 
at the time of consideration such that: 
wi is the weight of flow Ji, and Wj is the weight of flow Ji that is in contention with Ji. 
We call r? the basic allocation to flow fi• 
With the aid of flow contention graph, r? can be determined by: 
O Wi r- = ----------
i Wi + I:ujlfiEci,VCi,ih} Wj 
where ci = { cl/i E c I\ c EC}, C is the set of all cliques in the flow contention graph G. 
This strict definition takes location-dependent contention into consideration, and 
meanwhile, each flow can also adjust its bandwidth demand by adjusting its weight. 
More importantly, in order to determine r? for any flow Ji, there is no need for perfect 
knowledge of the global flow contention graph. Instead, each flow can easily obtain 
necessary information locally by exchanging information with its neighbors as we will 
show in Chapter 6. With the topology of the network changes rapidly in a wireless ad-hoc 
environment, R is constantly updated by only local communication and computation on 
the sender /receiver of each flow. Little computation requirement, simple to implement 
and no need for global information of the network, all these desirable properties make 
this fairness definition a very attractive objective in distributed fair scheduling. Our 
basic fair allocation has the similar fairness objective as the one used in [8], where a 
lower bound of fair allocation to each flow in the local model has been successfully 
realized in a distributed packet scheduling scheme. 
One important observation is that by defining a lower bound of allocation to each 
flow, this fairness definition also implies an upper bound of each flaw's allocation, as we 
will show later in this thesis. Take Figure 2.1 as a simple example for now. The basic 
allocation to each flow would be r8 = ½, r~ = ½, r~ = ¼, r~ = ½. Though any allocation 
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to flow h equal or greater than ¼ is considered fair, it is easy to see r~ must be no 
greater than ½ due to the contention constraint in clique c0 = {Jo, f1 , /2}. 
Although simple and strict, this basic allocation based definition for fairness does 
not inherently consider channel spatial reuse after the minimum fair allocation has been 
granted. In Figure 2.1 only 1.t17 x 100% = 70.8% of the maximal possible aggregate 
channel bandwidth is utilized (Algorithm 1 in Chapter 4 is used to calculate maximal 
possible channel bandwidth). In the next section of this chapter, this basic fairness 
definition will be the foundation of several different bandwidth efficient fair allocation 
algorithms we propose, based upon which we seek to maximize aggregate throughput and 
solve the conflict between fairness and channel utilization in wireless ad-hoc networks. 
3.2 Fairness and Throughput in Wireless Ad-Hoc Networks 
The fundamental conflict between achieving fairness and maximizing aggregate through-
put has forced researchers to find ways to explore the middle ground between the two 
extreme approaches mentioned earlier to solve this conflict. 
Obviously, maximizing aggregate channel utilization without any fairness consider-
ations can achieve the maximal possible throughput in the network, but at the cost of 
potentially starving some packet flows, especially the bottleneck flows. On the other 
hand, however, it is possible to enforce the basic allocation with channel spatial reuse 
consideration, thus leading to a minimized reduction in aggregate channel utilization. 
In this section, we start with MMC allocation algorithm that tries to maximize 
throughput with maximized allocation to bottleneck flows, and then we present fair 
maximal-throughput (FMT) allocation where all MCFs get their minimum possible al-
locations thus the maximal throughput under the basic fairness definition is achieved. 
Finally, the notion of "fairness in fairness" is introduced and captured in a novel fair 
allocation algorithm called SZD-fair allocation. 
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Some remarks are needed before we proceed any further. All the algorithms presented 
in this section as well as others proposed in literature (such as the Max-min proposed 
in [4]) require global information of the flow contention graph and a construction of the 
set of all cliques C. The later is a well known NP-hard [15) problem and thus trying 
to directly implement these algorithms would be computationally prohibitive. However, 
as will be shown later in Chapter 6, these idealized algorithms could be localized with 
appropriate neighbor information dissemination schemes, and the distributed versions 
that require only limited local information around each flow, could achieve very close 
approximations to the localized algorithms we present in this chapter. In this chapter, 
we only focus on how to achieve "fair partitioning" of the bandwidth rather than how 
to achieve distributed fair packet scheduling. Chapter 6 will concentrate on localizing 
these algorithms and providing a packet scheduling scheme to support them. 
3.2.1 MMC Fair Allocation Algorithm 
The well-established notion of "m~_g_Jai!Dfil,s" has been extensively studied in 
the wireline context [10, 14). The basic idea behind max-min fairness is to first allocate 
equal bandwidth to all contending users, and if a user can not utilize its bandwidth 
due to constraint elsewhere, then the residual bandwidth is distributed among others. 
A bandwidth allocation is said to be max-min fair if it is not possible to increase the 
allocation to any user without hurting another user with a lower service rate [1). Al-
though resource allocation constraint is significantly different in shared-medium wireless 
networks, [1) and [4) have successfully adopted the max-min fairness concept into wire-
less networks. Specifically, in [4) a max-min fair share algorithm based on a global flow 
contention graph is presented. The algorithm starts by sorting all cliques with respect 
to the value of ~, where c is the channel capacity of a clique and d is the total degree 
in that clique (i.e. number of flows in that clique). Then all flows in the clique with 
least are assigned a fair share of ~, and removed from all cliques. After updating the 
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new J for each remaining clique, the above steps repeat until no clique with more than 
one flow is left. Although it strictly followed the notion of max-min fairness that orig-
inated from wireline network flow control, it does not consider the location dependent 
contention nature of shared-medium wireless ad-hoc networks. As will be shown later, 
this max-min algorithm generally does not distinguish flows with different contention 
states by assigning same share to MCFs and UCFs in a network. 
We present MMC (Maximizing allocations to the Most Contentious flows) allocation 
algorithm. The MMC allocation has similar objectives as the max-min algorithm pro-
posed in [4]. The key idea is that the allocation to each flow is first estimated within 
the scope of each individual clique, and each MCF will get the minimum allocation in 
all cliques it belongs to. And after that, all UCFs then get the remaining allocation to 
saturate all cliques. 
1. For each clique ci E C where C is the set of all cliques in the flow graph, allocation 
to each flow Ji E ci in clique Ci is: 
where Wj is the weight of flow Ji and I: wi is the total weight of all flows in clique 
/iECi 
2. Define the set of MCFs (flows that belong to multiple cliques) as n: 
If n = 0, stop. Otherwise: 
3. For each flow Ji E n, find its minimum allocation among all cliques it belongs to: 
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4. Final allocation to MCF Ji will be set to MIN{ 
5. If O = V ( G) ( all flows in the graph belong to multiple cliques), stop. Otherwise: 
6. For each clique Ci, final allocation to UCF fk belonging to only clique Ci is computed 
as: 
Wk L rk=rik=--x(l- ri) 
I: Wk' {!jlJjECi/\JjED} 
where I: wk' = I:{h,lh,Eci/\fk,~n} Wk' is the sum of weights of all UCFs in clique 
ci, and ri is the final allocation to MCF Ji in clique Ci. 
For Figure 2.1, MMC allocation algorithm works as following: 
1. C = { co, c1}, co = {Jo, Ji, h}, c1 = {h, fa}. :. roo = ½, r01 
1 1 
2' r13 = 2 
1 
3' ro2 
2. Flow h belongs to more than one clique (0 = {h}) so MI N2 = min{r02 , r12} = 
· {1 1} 1 . 1 mm 3' 2 = 3· .. r2 = 3 
3. Now in clique co, roo = 1!1 x (1 - ½) = ½, r01 = 1!1 x (1 - ½) = ½- :. ro = ½, 
:. r1 = ½ 
4. In clique c1, r13 = ½ x ( 1 - ½) = l : . r3 = i 
S th lt ld b . _ 1 _ 1 _ 1 _ 2 o e resu wou e. ro - 3, r1 - 3, r2 - 3, r3 - 3. 
It is not hard to see that MMC allocation algorithm satisfies our fairness definition. 
For each MCF, its share is determined in the scope of the biggest clique it belongs to, 
thus will be no less than its basic allocation where multiple cliques (including the biggest 
clique it belongs to) are considered. For each UCF, since it only contends with flows 
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within its clique, no less than its basic allocation will be guarantied. (The worst case 
for a UCF is when it is in the most crowded clique in the network. In that case, a UCF 
can get exactly the same allocation as its basic allocation.) 
The MMC allocation generally gives higher aggregate throughput than basic allo-
cation, because it utilizes any unused bandwidth to possibly saturate any unsaturated 
clique. And this can be verified in Figure 2.1 by finding that now 1.~7s x 100% = 83.3% 
of the maximal possible aggregate channel bandwidth is utilized. 
An important observation is that MMC allocation yields maximized allocation to the 
bottleneck flow h in the Figure 2.1. It is obvious that allocating more than ½ to flow h 
will violate our definition of fairness because that will decrease allocation to either f O or 
Ji or both, which are already at their basic allocations. Thus we conclude that: 
Claim 1. MMC allocation sets the upper bound of channel allocations to the bottleneck 
flows while satisfying basic allocation. 
Notice that MMC gives upper bound of allocations to only bottleneck flows, not to 
all MCFs. 
Applying the max-min algorithm proposed in [4] on Figure 2.1 will give the same 
allocation to all flows as MMC does. However, this is not true in general. As we will show 
later in Example 2 & 3 in Chapter 4, it produces different allocation results with smaller 
spatial reuse gain than MMC allocation algorithm. However, the MMC algorithm also 
has the same-problem as the max-min proposed in [4] does by treating some'MCFs and 
I 
UCFs equally in some network examples. 
3.2.2 FMT Fair Allocation Algorithm 
While MMC allocation improves on channel spatial reuse, it actually allocates more 
bandwidth to the bottleneck flows compared with basic allocation. Considering the 
fundamental conflict between fairness and aggregate throughput, we would expect the 
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channel utilization to be maximized when we minimize allocations to all MCFs ( equal 
to their basic allocations to maintain fairness). 
This can be accomplished by the following uniform Fair Maximal Throughput (FMT) 
allocation: 
1. Starts with basic allocation r? for each flow Ji. 
2. Final allocations to MCFs will be their basic allocations. 
3. For remaining UCFs, final allocations will be: 
where I: wi, = I:ui,lfi,Eci/\fi,~n} Wi' is the sum of weights of all UCFs within the 
same clique, and fj E ci is the MCF within the same clique. 
For Figure 2.1, the uniform FMT allocation algorithm works as following: 
1 B . 11 t. 1 1 1 1 . as1c a oca 10ns: ro = 3, r1 = 3, r2 = 4, r3 = 2 
2. Flow h belongs to 2 cliques, so final allocation r 2 = ¼ 
The final allocations are: ro = i, r1 = i, r2 = i, r3 = i. 
The uniform FMT allocation algorithm always starts with the basic allocation to each 
flow thus satisfies our definition of fairness. Notice the key difference between FMT and 
MMC lies in the different ways they treat MCFs. 'While MMC sets the upper bound of 
allocations to MCFs, FMT minimizes the bandwidth allocated to the MCFs by setting 
their basic allocations as their final allocations, thus maximizes the allocations to other 
less contentious flows. By doing so, FMT achieves higher channel utilization. We claim: 
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Claim 2. FMT allocation gives the maximal possible aggregate channel utilization while 
maintaining basic fair allocation. 
Proof. Suppose the flow contention graph has k =/- 0 cliques and each clique possibly 
contains some MCFs Ji En and some UCFs Ji (j. n. Based on the contention constraint 
within each clique: 
The summation of the above will give: 
where a1 > 1 is the number of cliques the corresponding MCF f1 belongs to. Notice 
although each allocation to UCF will appear exactly once on the left side of above 
equation, allocation to each MCF, by definition, will appear multiple times. 
where: T = ~fi~O ri + ~JjEO r1. When the aggregate throughput Tis maximized, all 
cliques are saturated 1: 
T+f3=k 
1 As shown later, sometimes it is impossible to saturate dependent cliques, and in that case we only 
look at all independent cliques in the network, resulting in a smaller constant k. 
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In the above relation, only when (3 is minimized, we will have the maximized total 
throughput of T = k - (3: 
In the FMT allocation we set the allocations to all MCFs to their basic allocations rJ, 
which is the minimum to maintain fairness, and thus FMT allocation minimizes (3 and 
gives the maximized aggregate channel throughput. 
Another important remark on FMT allocation algorithm is as following: 
Claim 3. FMT allocation algorithm determines the upper bound of uniform allocation 
to each UCF with basic allocation guaranty. 
This is because any further more allocation to these U CFs will inevitably decrease 
the share to the MCFs that are already at their basic allocations, and thus violate our 
fairness definition. However, one may also devise a non-uniform FMT allocation by 
assigning ½ to Jo and 152 to Ji in Figure 2.1 , which still satisfies fairness definition and 
also maximizes the aggregate throughput as the uniform FMT does. However, notice 
that flow f o and Ji have the same weight and equivalent geological location in the 
contention graph, which implies equivalent allocation should be assigned to them. (In 
the rest of this thesis, FMT represents uniform FMT.) 
Such non-uniform allocation scheme, though complies with basic fairness definition, 
does not reflect location-dependent contention of wireless ad-hoc networks and violates 
fairness in fairness. Here we define: 
Fairness in fairness requires any possible further allocation due to spatial reuse after 
the basic allocation to be based upon each fiow's weight and its contention state. 
This implies recursive application of the basic allocation on any unused channel 
bandwidth in each clique after achieving basic fair allocation. A direct result of fairness 
in fairness is that all weight and contention equivalent flows will get same share of 
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bandwidth, and flows with different weights and contention levels should have different 
final allocations. For example, as shown later in Figure 4.3, flow 14 and Is have different 
contention states thus according to our fairness in fairness principle, they should be 
treated differently. However, the max-min algorithm proposed in [4] does not distinguish 
between 14 and Is and allocates the same share to them. 
Next we present SZD fair allocation algorithm that enforces the idea of fairness in 
fairness. 
3.2.3 SZD Fair Allocation Algorithm 
Aimed to achieve "fairness in fairness" in wireless ad-hoc networks, we propose SZD 
allocation algorithm2 . It starts with basic allocation and repeatedly increments alloca-
tions to all flows (including the MCFs) until all cliques are saturated ( or more precisely, 
all independent cliques are saturated). The objective of SZD algorithm is to maximize 
channel utilization under the constraint of achieving fair allocation of the residual chan-
nel bandwidth after basic allocation. Here, fair allocation after basic allocation is the 
key. SZD allocation algorithm consists of the following steps: 
1. Starting with k = 0, calculate basic allocation for each flow Ii according to basic 
allocation algorithm. 
2. Calculate allocation to each clique in the flow contention graph: 
pO = '"""r~ 
Ci L.....J 't 
fiEci 
3. Calculate allocation increment: 
2There is no specific meaning of this name "SZD" except that it includes initials of authors. 
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If the term I:{hl/iEci\cs} Wi becomes 0, the procedure terminates. This will happen 
when all flows of an unsaturated clique are already included in other saturated 
cliques. 
4. Update allocation for each flow: 
for Ji E Cs 
5. Calculate allocation to each clique again: 
F! = L rf 
/iEci 
6. Up~~ethe set of cliques by eliminating saturated cliques from the set: 
If Ck becomes 0 the procedure terminates. 
7. k = k + 1, and go to step 3. 
where: 
Fci : allocated bandwidth for clique ci 
,pk : minimum increment at round k 
C : set of all cliques in the flow contention graph 
Cs : a saturated clique 
SZD allocation algorithm is the "fair" fair-allocation because any distribution of 
unused bandwidth is again proportional to each flow's basic allocation, which inherently 
indicates the geographical contention state of each flow. This will be verified later in 
Chapter 4. 
For Figure 2.1, SZD fair allocation works as follows. 
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1. Start with the basic allocation r8 = ½, r~ = ½, r~ = ¼, r~ = ½. Then check the 
11 t . t h 1· po 1 1 1 11 d po 1 1 3 a oca 10n o eac c 1que: co = 3 + 3 + 4 = 12 , an ci = 4 + 2 = 4. 
2. Calculate the increment: 
1-11 1-~ 1 
f
1 
= min{ 1 + 1 1' 1 + ~} = 36 
3. Update the flow allocation with the increment: rJ = ½ + l6 = !! , d = ½ + l6 = 
13 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 19 
36 , r 2 = 4 + 36 = 1s , r 3 = 2 + 36 = 36 · 
4. Calculate new allocation to each clique: F;0 = + !~ + = 1, and F;1 = + = 
;~. Now c0 is saturated but c1 is not. C = { c1) =f 0 so go to next round: 
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5. f 2 = min{ 7e} = J6 . Now update flow allocation with the increment: r~ 
!~ + J6 = i:. We can see the clique c1 is now saturated: F;1 = !~ + ;~ = 1. 
The algorithm stops here because C = 0 now. So the final allocation according to 
SZD 11 t . · 13 13 10 26 a oca 10n IS: r 0 = 36 , r1 = 36 , r2 = 36 , r3 = 36 . 
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CHAPTER 4. EVALUATING FAIRNESS IN WIRELESS 
AD-HOC NETWORKS 
4.1 Fairness Evaluation Metrics 
Many forms of fairness-index have been used in recent research studies [5, 6], however, 
none of them have taken channel spatial reuse into consideration, and thus could not 
fully satisfy specific needs for evaluating fairness in wireless ad-hoc network. Moreover, 
to the best of our knowledge, there are no proposed metrics for evaluating "fairness in 
fairness". To address this lack of systematic metrics for evaluating fairness in wireless 
ad-hoc networks, we propose the following: 
1. Allocation results of fair allocation schemes are evaluated based on the basic defi-
nition of fairness to determine if a scheme is fair or not. 
2. Fair allocations will be further evaluated based on spatial reuse gain g and Fair 
Fairness Index FF I as defined below. The higher spatial reuse gain with lower 
FF I the better. 
N 
FF!= ! ~)x;/rf- xifr?)2 
i=l 
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3. Unfairness-Index (U I) is computed as following for any unfair allocation. Higher 
U I indicates less fair the allocation scheme is. 
1 - I: rJ V Ji ¢ fl 
fdiEE(G) 
G : flow contention graph G = (V, E) 
r? : basic allocation to flow Ji 
xi : actual allocation to flow Ji 
rf-'1 : upper bound of fair allocation to flow Ji 
cf1 : the biggest clique that flow Ji belongs to 
N : total number of flows in the network 
For a given bandwidth allocation, we first determine if it is fair or not based on the 
fairness definition. If it is a fair allocation, g is calculated to evaluate how much channel 
spatial reuse the algorithm achieves. It is important to see that spatial reuse gain is a 
different concept from the aggregate throughput of the network, because it indicates the 
extra bandwidth achieved after basic allocation with respect to each individual flow's 
basic allocation, instead of looking at the absolute throughput gain. More aggregate 
throughput does not necessarily mean higher spatial reuse gain, and in fact, some algo-
rithms could yield high absolute throughput with low spatial reuse gain. This is because 
the same amount throughput gain over different basic allocations could produce very 
different spatial reuse gain. 
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Another important metric is FF I. It is in fact the standard deviation of the dis-
tribution of the extra throughput gain after basic allocation, regarding to each flow's 
basic allocation. It must be noticed that FF I should be used together with g, because 
FF I investigates how fair the extra throughput has been distributed among flows with 
respect to their basic allocations. Using FF I as a single metric to evaluate fairness does 
not make sense. For example, the basic allocation would give FF I= 0 for all networks, 
but it has no spatial reuse consideration at all. 
If an allocation does not comply with the definition of fairness, the unfairness-index 
U I then is computed. As shown in Figure 4.1, each flow has its own fair region, which 
is the flow's allocation bounded by r? from below and rf-1 from above. r? is the basic 
allocation by our fairness definition, while different flows will have different rf-1 calculated 
by the equation given above. Notice MMC determines the upper bound of allocations 
to bottleneck flows, but for UCFs (Ji (/. n) and MCFs other than bottleneck flows 
(Ji E n /\ Ji (/. w), it is complicated due to possible non-uniform allocations, such as the 
non-uniform FMT we discussed in Chapter 3. Once we have a bounded fair region for 
each flow, U I can be obtained, and higher U I indicates less fair the allocation is. 
0 
Unfair 
~------1 
Min 
Unfair 
Max 1 
Allocation 
Figure 4.1 Fair region for each flow. Min=r? and Max=rf-1. 
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4.2 Some Examples 
With the above systematic evaluation scheme in hand, we now compare different fair 
allocation algorithms through several sample wireless ad-hoc networks. 
First we propose an algorithm to find maximal aggregate throughput of a network 
without any fairness consideration, which will be useful in the channel spatial reuse 
evaluation. 
To achieve the maximum possible aggregate throughput, intuitively we would like 
to find the maximum number of non-contending flows with highest sum of weights in 
the flow contention graph. This approximates finding the maximum independent set of 
the flow contention graph, which is a known NP-complete problem [16]. However, for 
most practical wireless ad-hoc networks, the computation requirement for the following 
algorithm is reasonable1 . 
Algorithm 1 Calculate Maximal Possible Throughput 
1: G = (V,E), m +- 0, max+- 0 
2: for all Vi E V do 
3: A +- {Vi}, m +- Wvi 
4: B +- { VjlViVj (j_ E, Vj EV} 
5: while B =I (/J do 
6: choose any v' E B 
7: A+-ALJ{v'},m+-m+wv, 
8: B' +- { Vj lv'vj (j. E, Vj E B} 
9: B +- B' 
10: end while 
11: if m 2:: max then 
12: max +- m, C +- A 
13: end if 
14: end for 
G = (V, E) is the flow contention graph of the network and Wvi is the weight of flow 
k The computed max would be the maximum achievable throughput of the network 
1 In [17] a similar algorithm has been shown to achieve a performance ratio of 6.t2 for approximating 
max independent sets in graphs with degree bounded by ~-
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and the set C contains the flows that could transmit simultaneously in order to achieve 
the maximum throughput. 
4.2.1 Example 1 
Again, we look at Figure 2.1. Table 4.1 summarizes allocation and evaluation results 
for different fair allocation algorithms. (Throughout this thesis, allocations are shown 
using the same denominator in each table for the ease of comparison.) Notice the spatial 
reuse gain for FMT and SZD are the highest. Further comparison with their FF Is leads 
to the conclusion that SZD is the most balanced fair fair-allocation among all listed. 
Table 4.1 Example 1. Allocation results for network in Figure 2.1. Tis the 
throughput achieved, and the maximal throughput M axT = 2 
for this network. R = M ~xT x 100% 
Algorithm Basic MMC Max-min in [4) FMT SZD 
ro 24 24 24 27 26 72 72 72 72 72 
r1 
24 24 24 27 26 
72 72 72 72 72 
r2 
18 24 24 18 20 
72 72 72 72 72 
T3 
36 48 48 54 52 
72 72 72 72 72 
g 1.000 1.167 1.167 1.188 1.181 
FF! 0.000 0.192 0.192 0.217 0.176 
T 1.417 1.678 1.678 1.750 1.722 
R 70.8% 83.3% 83.3% 87.5% 86.1% 
When we plot the aggregate throughput of the network vs. the allocation to the 
bottleneck flow h, we obtain Figure 4.2. Because in the network in Figure 2.1, the 
sets of MCFs and bottleneck flows both contain only h, a linear relationship could be 
expected between T and r 2 . 
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Total Throughput vs. r2 
MT 
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SZD 
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Allocation to flow f2 
Figure 4.2 Total Throughput vs. r2 for Example 1. 
Let r 0 + r 1 + r 2 + r3 be the throughput T of the network, then: T:::; 2 - r 2 . Now it 
is clear that any algorithm that tries to achieve maximum possible spatial reuse under 
basic fairness definition for the network in Figure 2.1 will follow the relation T = 2 - r2 . 
The shaded region that is bounded by r2 = [¼, ½] and T :::; 2 - r 2 in Figure 4.2 is the 
fair region for flow h. 
4.2.2 Example 2 
The flow contention graph for Example 2 is shown in Figure 4.3. 
The results are shown in Table 4.2. It is interesting to notice that the aggregate 
throughput and spatial reuse gain for max-min proposed in (4] are smaller than MMC. 
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fO f2 f4 
fl f3 f5 f6 
Figure 4.3 Example 2. A flow contention graph from [4]. 
This is caused by more allocation to flow f5 , which is an MCF, than MMC does. As 
the inherent conflict between achieving fairness and maximizing channel spatial utiliza-
tion indicates, allocating more share to more contentious flows will inevitably decrease 
the aggregate throughput of the network. Moreover, [4] allocates the same amount of 
bandwidth to flow f 4 and f 5 , but these 2 flows have very different contention states, and 
as a result, this does not reflect the location-dependent contention of wireless ad-hoc 
networks and violates the fairness in fairness principle. Thus the max-min algorithm 
given in [4] has higher FF I than both MMC and SZD, and is considered as a less fair 
fair-allocation than MMC and SZD. Although MMC treats flow f 4 and f5 differently 
according to their different contention status, it allocates same share to flow f O, Ji, h 
and fa, where fa is an MCF and others are UCFs. As a result, MMC has the same 
problem as the max-min proposed in [4] to distinguish flows with different contention 
status. 
Even though FMT has a slightly higher Q than SZD, SZD has a substantially lower 
FF I. Hence SZD is considered the the most balanced fair allocation. 
The plot of r3 against total throughput of the network is shown in Figure 4.4. Because 
the relationship now is T = 3-r3-r5 if all cliques are saturated, it is non-linear regarding 
T and r3 because r 5 is a variable. Again, the fair region for flow fa is the shaded area 
with ½ as lower bound and ¼ as upper bound for r3 . 
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Table 4.2 Example 2. Compare our algorithms with the max-min in 
[4) for network in Figure 4.3. M axT = 3 for this network. 
R = M~xT X 100% 
Alg. Basic MMC Max-min in [4) FMT SZD 
ro 72 72 72 80 78 288 288 288 288 288 
r1 
72 72 72 80 78 
288 288 288 288 288 
r2 72 72 72 80 78 288 288 288 288 288 
r3 48 72 72 48 54 288 288 288 288 288 
r4 96 120 108 168 129 288 288 288 288 288 
rs 72 96 108 72 105 288 288 288 288 288 
r6 144 192 180 216 183 288 288 288 288 288 
g 1.000 1.202 1.196 1.226 1.207 
FFI 0.000 0.203 0.227 0.286 0.152 
T 2.000 2.417 2.375 2.583 2.448 
R 66.7% 80.6% 79.2% 86.1% 81.6% 
4.2.3 Example 3 
This example in Figure 6.2 has 4 cliques, c0 = {Jo, Ji}, c1 = {Ji, h, h}, c2 = 
{Ji, h, 14} and c3 = {Ji, f4, fs, !6}, Notice in clique c2 all of its flows Ji, h, f4 also 
belong to other cliques. We define cliques like c2 as dependent cliques Cd: 
Cd= {cl(Vv E v(c))(3c' # c)[v E v'(c')]} 
where c = (v, e), c' = (v', e') and c EC, c' EC. 
The existence of dependent cliques in a flow contention graph complicates the prob-
lem and it results in the fact that a dependent clique may not be saturated by any fair 
allocation algorithm. In other words, if a clique is an independent clique, then it can 
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Figure 4.4 Total Throughput vs. r 3 for Example 2. 
f2 
f3 f4 
Figure 4.5 Flow contention graph of sample network for Example 3. 
be saturated by a fair allocation algorithm to maximize channel spatial reuse. If it is a 
dependent clique, it is possible that no fair allocation could ever saturate it. Refer to 
Table 4.3. None of the 4 allocation algorithms could saturate clique c2 in Figure 6.2. 
This imposes a constraint for achieving maximum aggregate throughput because any 
unsaturated clique implies possible un-allocated channel bandwidth. 
However, being an independent clique is only a sufficient condition for a clique to 
fully utilize all of its channel space, but not the necessary condition. For example, in 
any flow contention graph that is a cycle graph, such as in Figure 4.6, all cliques could 
be saturated by assigning ½ to each flow, even though in any cycle graph bigger than 
C3 , all the cliques are dependent cliques. 
fO 
f5 
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fl 
f2 
Figure 4.6 In this flow graph ( C6), all dependent cliques can be saturated 
by assigning ½ to each flow. 
In Table 4.3 we see SZD is performing the best overall with highest g and lowest 
FF I. Notice although FMT allocation gives a slightly higher aggregate throughput 
than SZD, its spatial reuse gain is smaller, because with almost same amount of extra 
bandwidth gain ~Xi to distribute, SZD increments allocations to both UCFs and MCFs 
(MCFs usually have lower basic allocation r?) thus gets bigger~- FMT only increments 
ri 
allocations to UCFs with bigger r?, and as a result, term will be smaller. 
ri 
The plot in Figure 4. 7 again shows linear relation between the allocation to the 
bottleneck flow Ji and the total throughput. It is not hard to observe that, if we ignore 
the dependent clique c2 = {Ji, /3, f4 }, then all other cliques will be saturated when 
channel utilization is maximized for the network: 
:. T + 2r1 = 3 
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Table 4.3 Example 3. Allocations for network in Figure 6.2. The max 
throughput MaxT = 3 for this network. R = M~xT x 100% 
Alg. Basic MMC Max-min in [4) FMT SZD 
ro 840 1260 1260 1440 1374 1680 1680 1680 1680 1680 
r1 240 420 420 240 306 1680 1680 1680 1680 1680 
r2 560 700 630 1020 757 1680 1680 1680 1680 1680 
r3 240 560 630 420 617 1680 1680 1680 1680 1680 
r4 336 420 420 336 402 1680 1680 1680 1680 1680 
r5 240 420 420 552 486 1680 1680 1680 1680 1680 
r6 240 420 420 552 486 1680 1680 1680 1680 1680 
g 1.000 1.298 1.304 1.309 1.320 
FFI 0.000 0.267 0.288 0.345 0.179 
T 1.926 2.500 2.500 2.714 2.636 
R 64.2% 83.3% 83.3% 90.5% 87.8% 
Total Throughput vs. r1 
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Figure 4.7 Total Throughput vs. r 1 for Example 3. 
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CHAPTER 5. INTRODUCTION TO IEEE 802.11 MAC 
In this chapter, we briefly describe some of the salient features of the IEEE 802.11 
MAC with regard to ad-hoc networks, and some of these features will be utilized later 
in Chapter 6 in our packet scheduling schemes. 
The IEEE 802.11 specification addresses both the Physical (PHY) and Media Access 
Control (MAC) layers. At the PHY layer, IEEE 802.11 defines three physical character-
istics for wireless local area networks: diffused infrared, direct sequence spread spectrum 
(DSSS), and frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS). 
The 802.11 MAC layer, supported by an underlying PHY layer, is concerned primarily 
with rules for accessing the wireless medium. Two network architectures are defined: 
the Infrastructure Network and the Ad Hoc Network. An Infrastructure Network is a 
network architecture for providing communication between wireless clients and wired 
network resources. The transition of data from the wireless to the wired medium is via 
an Access Point. The coverage area is defined by an Access Point (AP) and its associated 
wireless clients, and together with all the devices form a Basic Service Set. 
An Ad Hoc network is an architecture that is used to support mutual communication 
among wireless clients. Typically created spontaneously, an ad hoc network does not 
support access to wired networks, and does not need an AP to be part of the network. 
The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol supports two types of access mode: Point Co-
ordination Function (PCF) and Distributed Coordination Function (DCF). The PCF 
access mode, which is implemented on top of the DCF mode, is supported only in 
infrastructure-based networks. The DCF access mode is employed in ad hoc networks 
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and in infrastructure-based networks for asynchronous data traffic. Since this thesis 
focuses on ad-hoc wireless networks, we will discuss only the DCF mode. 
In the DCF mode, a station may transmit a packet using one of the following two 
methods: the basic access method or the RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK (four-way handshake) 
method. In the basic access method, a station transmits a DATA packet if it is senses 
the channel to be idle ( more precisely, if the NA V records the channel to be idle for 
the past DIFS period of time continuously). The receiver upon receiving an error-free 
packet, returns an acknowledgment (ACK). If the transmitting node does not get an 
ACK back, it goes into back-off and retransmits after the back-off period. 
The basic access method suffers from the well-known hidden node and exposed node 
problems, where hidden nodes will cause costly DATA packet collisions and exposed 
nodes, on the other hand, are unnecessarily prohibited from transmitting. 
In order to address the hidden-node problem, IEEE 802.11 supports an RTS/CTS 
access control mode. The RTS / CTS access mode is a combination of carrier sensing and 
a variant of the MACAW protocol proposed in [3]. Figure 5.1 illustrates the scheme. 
DIPS 
SendeJ 
SIPS 
SIPS 
111----DA-TA------. 
SIPS 
Receiver I t:crsJ lb 
I NAV(DATA) 
Others I NAV(CTS) NAV(RTS) 
Time 
Time 
Time 
Figure 5.1 Four-way handshaking in IEEE 802.11 DCF mode. 
When a station (sender) has data to transmit, it picks a random wait period (backoff 
timer). This wait period is decremented when the channel is idle. When this period 
expires, the station tries to acquire the channel by sending a RTS packet. The receiving 
station (receiver) responds with a CTS packet indicating that it is ready to receive the 
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data. The sender then completes the packet transmission. If this packet is received with-
out errors, the destination station responds with an ACK. If an ACK is not received, the 
packet is assumed to be lost and retransmitted. If the RTS fails, the station attempts 
to resolve the collision by doubling the wait period. This contention resolution method 
is called Binary Exponential Backoff (BEB). To give preference to a station trying to 
send an ACK, different waiting intervals are specified. A station needs to sense if the 
channel is idle for a Distributed Inter-Frame Space (DIFS) interval before making an 
RTS attempt and if the channel is idle for a Short Inter-Frame Space (SIFS) interval 
before sending an ACK packet. Since the SIFS is shorter than DIFS, the station sending 
an ACK attempts transmission before a station attempts to send data, and hence takes 
priority. In addition to the physical channel sensing, virtual carrier sensing is achieved 
by using time fields in the packets, which indicate to other stations the duration of the 
current transmission. This time field is called the Network Allocation Vector (NAV) 
field. All nodes that hear the RTS or CTS message backoff N AV amount of time before 
sensing the channel again. The IEEE 802.11 standard is described in detail in [26]. 
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CHAPTER . LOCALIZED FAIR ALLOCATION 
MS AND DISTRIBUTED PACKET 
S HEDULING ALGORITHM 
With the centralized air allocation algorithms in hand, we now develop the corre-
sponding distributed ver ions that approximate the centralized models in this chapter. 
We further propose a ge eralized packet scheduling algorithm that supports all above 
fair allocation algorithms within the IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA framework. 
6.1 low Information Dissemination 
In a localized fair all cation algorithm, where global flow contention graph is not 
available, it is critical fo each flow to have information about all its neighbor flows. 
Each flow, practically, t e sending and receiving stations of each flow, will maintain 
records of all its contend·ng flow information. In an ad-hoc network that adopts IEEE 
802.11 MAC layer, a sen ing/receiving station can sense partly the flows that contend 
with its flows by overhear ng either the RTS or CTS, and the remaining contending flows 
can be sensed by its peer receiving/ sending station. An example is shown in Figure 6.1. 
in Figure 6.1, we focu on flow Ji with station C as the sender and Das the receiver. 
Station C can sense flow O through the RTS and DATA packets originating from station 
B, and furthermore, C an obtain contending flow Jo's information (such as weight, 
neighbors) that could ha e been piggybacked in the RTS and DATA packets. Similarly, 
station D can overhear t e contending flow h through the CTS and ACK packets sent 
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Figure 6.1 An ad-hoc network. 
by station E. As a result, C knows its flow / 1 is in contention with / 0 and D knows 
the contention between Ji and /2. If both sender and receiver C and D exchange their 
contention information, both C and D will have a complete information of flow Ji 's 
contending neighbors. This can be done using explicit signalling messages between each 
sending/receiving stations. In the explicit signalling scheme, a PEERCast mechanism 
could be devised such that the information is sent only to the peer node sender and 
receiver. The same mechanism applies on all stations in the network. 
It is obvious that any of the RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK 4-way handshake packets could 
possibly be lost due to collisions, but in IEEE 802.11, although DATA and ACK packet 
collisions do exist, they have a much smaller collision possibility than RTS and CTS. In 
[12], it is shown that due to the deaf node problem, DATA and ACK packet collisions 
could be up to 25% of the total DATA and ACK packets sent when the network is 
heavily loaded. A node becomes a deaf node when it i supposed to hear a control 
packet, but can not interpret it correctly due to other transmissions, and in this case, a 
successful exchange of RTS and CTS is not sufficient to prevent DATA packet collisions. 
However, this will happen only in idealized model where if a node receives two signals 
from two different sources within its communication range at the same time, it can not 
decode either of the packets. In real wireless networks, quite often we will see capture 
effect, in which a collision occurs but one of the arriving packets is correctly received. 
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The packet which survives the collision is said to have captured the channel 1 . Thus in 
real wireless networks with capture, the number of deaf nodes will be significantly less. 
Besides, since each station could have the opportunity of overhearing either RTS&DATA 
or CTS&ACK, the possibility of getting incomplete neighbor flow information due to 
packet collision becomes even smaller. In our study, we assume each station can always 
obtain accurate information of contending flows. 
To implement the distributed fair allocation algorithms, based on the above neighbor 
information exchange mechanism, we propose the following data structure that each flow 
should maintain as records of all its neighbor flow information. 
• Each flow Ji maintains a data structure that consists of a contention set Y Ii, 
and a neighbor table Tli. 
• Each element in the contention set Y Ii is a triplet, (!id, Wid, lid), where /id and Wid 
is the neighbor flaw's ID and weight of that flow, and lid indicates if that flow is 
a UCF (lid= false) or MCF (lid= true). 
• Each entry in the neighbor table 7ji is a contenti set of flow f/s neighbor flow. 
For example, for the global flow contention graph i Figure 6.2, the corresponding 
flow contention set Y Ji for each flow Ji is as following. otice the bold element in each 
set is the flow itself. 
1 Capture effect often occurs if one arriving signal is significant y stronger than the other. 
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fO 
f2 
f3 f4 
Figure 6.2 A global flow contention graph. 
Y Jo ={ (fo, wo, Io), (/1, W1, 11)} 
Y J1 ={ (Jo, wo, Io), (f1, W1, 11), (/2, w2, 12), 
(f3,W3,l3), (f4,W4,l4),(f5,W5,l5), (!6,w6,I6)} 
y h ={(/1, W1, 11), (f2, W2, 12), (h, W3, /3)} 
y /3 ={ (/1, W1, Ii), (h, W2, 12), (f3, W3, /3), (/4, W4, /4)} 
y /4 ={ (/1, W1, Ii), (h, W3,f3), (f4, W4,f4), 
(/s,W5,/5), (/6,w6,I6)} 
y Is ={(/1, W1, 11), (/4, W4, /4), (fs, W5, Is), (!6, W6, 16)} 
Y J6 ={ (/1, W1, Ii), (/4, W4,f4), (fs, W5, ls), (/6, w6, h)} 
In the rest of the discussion, each triplet in the contention set will be simply rep-
resented only with the flow ID. The flow weight and lid (will be determined as shown 
later) are not shown. 
Take flow /2 as an example. The data structure it maintains is: 
Contention set: 
Neighbor table T12 is shown in Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.1 The neighbor table T12 that flow h maintains. 
Ji Y Ji = {Jo, f1, h, fa, /4, /s,!6} 
fa Y13 = {fi,h,fa,/4} 
Based on each flow's own contention set Y Ii and the table 7ji it maintains, we con-
clude the following: 
Proposition 1. A flow Ji is a UCF (Ji tJ. OJ if and only if: 
n (Y 1J n y Ii = y Ii 
VY1xET1i 
Proposition 1 provides a way for a flow to locally determine if it is a UCF or MCF. 
Because UCFs within the same clique will have exactly the same contention set elements, 
and if there is any M CF in that clique, then the M CFs will have more elements in their 
contention sets, which are the proper sets of any UCF's contention set in that clique. As 
a result, if the contention sets of /i's neighbors intersect with /i's contention set resulting 
in the same contention set of Ji, then it leads to the fact that Ji is a U CF, and we set 
Ii= false. 
For example, flow h in Figure 6.2 is a UCF because: 
Y 1i n Y 12 n Y h ={Jo, f1, h, fa, /4, Is, !B} n {Ji, f2, fa} n {Ji, h, fa, /4} 
~{Ji,h,fa} 
=Y12 
Proposition 2. A flow Ji is an MCF (Ji E OJ if and only if: 
3fi E Yli /\ 3Y1x E 7ji such that Ji tJ_ Y1x 
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Proposition 2 is based on the fact that if a flow Ji is an MCF, then Ji must have 
some element in its contention set that is not in some /i's neighbor's contention set. 
Any MCF can quickly determine locally by checking its own contention set with the 
table it has. As soon as it finds an element in its contention set, but not in some other 
flow's contention set in its table, it concludes that it is an MCF and sets the Ii = true. 
For example, for flow h in Figure 6.2: 
l. h has its own contention set Th = {Ji, h, fa, /4}. 
2. h's neighbor table T13 is Table 6.2. 
Table 6.2 The neighbor table T13 that flow h maintains. 
Ji T 1i = {Jo, f1, h, h, f4, f5,f6} 
h T 12 = {Ii, f 2, h} 
f4 T J4 = {Ii, h, £4, /5, /6} 
3. Checking each element in Th with T Ji, finding that all elements in Th are also 
4. Checking each element in Th with T '2, finding that f 4 E Th but / 4 (f. T '2. So h 
concludes by itself that it is an MCF. 
6.2 Localizing Basic Allocation Algorithm 
In the basic allocation scheme, each flow only needs to know how many neighbors 
( contending flows) are and what their weights are in order to determine its basic fair 
share of the channel bandwidth. 
As a result, any flow Ji can determine its basic allocation r? locally by: 
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For example, flow /4 in Figure 6.2: 
6.3 Localizing MMC Allocation Algorithm 
In MMC algorithm, an MCF Ii En always gets the minimum allocation in all cliques 
it belongs to as its finally allocation. Then UCFs will get the remaining bandwidth in 
their cliques according to their weights. 
Assume each flow Ii will initialize Ji according to Proposition 1 and Proposition 2. 
Following Algorithm 2 is the localized MMC algorithm. 
Although it is straightforward, the above algorithm contains the sub problem of 
finding the maximum weight clique, which is an NP-complete problem. We use the 
algorithm presented in [21] for finding the maximum weight clique. This algorithm has 
been shown to run very efficiently and very easy to implement for moderate problem size, 
thus very suitable for our situation. Because in the above distributed MMC allocation 
algorithm, the scope of the sub problem is only within the cliques a certain flow belongs 
to, thus much smaller than the global contention graph. Besides, for most practical 
wireless ad-hoc networks based on DFWMAC only a few cliques are expected to be 
around each MCF, and the computation requirement of algorithm proposed in [21] would 
be reasonable in this case. 
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Algorithm 2 Localized MMC Fair Allocation Algorithm 
\* line 2-21 is run on all MCFs *\ 
2: if Ii = true then 
W f-- 1, BC f-- 0 
4: \* BC could possibly contain multiple cliques and W is the weight of current 
biggest clique *\ 
for all fi E Y li I\ i i= j do 
6: BCf--lY1jnYhl 
if I:{/xEBC} Wx W then 
8: \* if Ji is a UCF, then BC contains only one clique and is a candidate to be 
the biggest clique * \ 
if Ii = false then 
10: W f-- I:{/xEBC} Wx 
\* if Ji is an MCF, then BC contains multiple cliques *\ 
12: else 
find maximum weight clique MC in BC 
14: if WMc W then 
W f--WMc 
16: end if 
end if 
18: end if 
end for 
20: ri f-- wdW 
end if 
22: 
\* line 24-28 is run on all UCFs *\ 
24: if Ii = false then 
A f-- wd I:r•tfkEY f/''h=false} Wk 
26: B f-- 1 - I:{"v'/jEY J/'li=true} rj 
ri f-- Ax B 
28: end if 
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Alternatively, we can also approximate the maximum clique problem with the fol-
lowing (n/logn)-approximation algorithm proposed in [22) 2. 
Given a graph G = (V, E), the algorithm divides the set of vertices in k = n/logn 
blocks B1 , ···Bk, each block containing logn vertices. (It's not important how the blocks 
are chosen, as long as they all have size logn.) Then, for each block Bi, the algorithm 
finds the largest subset Ki Bi that is a clique in G. This can be done in time 
O(n(logn)2) time, because there are n possible subset, and checking that a set is a 
clique can be done in quadratic time (in the size of the set). Finally, the algorithm 
returns the largest of the cliques found in this way. 
Let K* be the largest clique in the graph. Clearly, there must be one block Bi that 
contains at least IK*l/k vertices of K*, and when the algorithm considers Bi it will find 
a clique with at least IK*l/k vertices. Possibly, the algorithm might find a bigger clique 
in other blocks. In any case, the size of the clique given in output by the algorithm is 
at least 1 / k = logn / n times the size of K*. 
The approximating algorithm obviously takes much less time but at the cost of 
potentially allocating much more share to the MCFs than the centralized MMC expected 
because it usually finds a smaller clique than the maximum weight clique leading to more 
share assigned to the M CFs than the idealized MMC does. 
6.4 Localizing FMT Allocation Algorithm 
FMT allocation algorithm always starts with the basic allocation to each flow. It 
minimizes the bandwidth allocated to the MCFs by setting their basic allocations as 
their final allocations, thus maximizes the allocations to other less contentious flows. 
Algorithm 3 shows the localized FMT algorithm: 
2It has been proved in [22] that no algorithm for maximum clique could achieve an approximation 
ratio p(n) = n°·99 , unless NP has polynomial time probabilistic algorithms (which is almost but not 
quite the same as P=NP). In fact, any constant smaller than one can be replaced in the exponent, and 
the result is still true. 
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Algorithm 3 Localized FMT Fair Allocation Algorithm 
1: \* line 2 is run on all flows *\ 
2: r? f-- wd ~{VJjEYfi} Wj 
3: \ * line 4-6 is run on all M CFs * \ 
4: if Ii = true then 
0 5: ri f-- ri 
6: end if 
7: \* line 8-12 is run on all UCFs *\ 
8: if Ii = false then 
9: A f-- wd ~{'v'fkEY /i!\lk=false} Wk 
10: Bf-- 1 - ~{VfjEYfi!\lj=true} rj 
11: ri f-- Ax B 
12: end if 
6.5 Localizing SZD Allocation Algorithm 
SZD fair allocation algorithm is a centralized algorithm by its nature, because it 
requires a global minimum allocation increment after the basic allocation to each flow. 
The minimum increment needs to be computed across all cliques in the flow contention 
graph, thus making a distributed implementation of SZD algorithm very difficult. To 
solve this difficult problem, we propose the following schemes to approximate the cen-
tralized SZD algorithm. 
At the start of the algorithm, each flow will initialize its fair share to its basic 
allocation. Notice before a flow could determine the minimum allocation increment, 
it will keep using its basic allocation as its targeted bandwidth share when trying to 
contend for the channel with other flows. This guaranties the algorithm is no worse 
than basic allocation algorithm. 
Meanwhile, with the contention set and neighbor table each flow maintains, a UCF 
can calculate all its neighbors' basic allocations, and further obtain the aggregate al-
location of the clique it belongs to and compute the local increment. If the aggregate 
allocation of the clique is 1 ( a saturate clique), then the UC:f will mark itself to indicate 
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no allocation increment is possible by raising a flag J s_Saturated = true, and it also 
piggybacks this information in the transmission such that all MCFs in its neighbor table 
will raise the flag too. 
Notice that MCFs in this algorithm are passive, because they belong to multiple 
cliques and they are not able to distinguish all cliques they belong to. 
A special case of dependent clique ( we gave definition of dependent clique in Chapter 
4) exists where all flows in that clique are MCFs. We assume all MCFs could determine 
if they are in a dependent clique or not. If an MCF finds out it is in a dependent clique, 
it will raise the flag J s_Saturated = true, just like it is in an already saturated clique. 
This is because without any UCF, a dependent clique will not be able to determine its 
aggregate allocation thus it has to give up the opportunity of getting any allocation 
increment. This special treatment for dependent cliques eventually hurts fairness in 
fairness, as will be shown later in an example, and as a result the localized SZD will 
gill higher FF I (means less fair in the distribution of residual channel bandwidth after 
basic allocation) than the centralized SZD algorithm. 
In the next step, each U CF needs to propagate its local increment information to 
the entire network graph in minimum time, such that each flow is able to determine the 
global minimum increment. In [8], a conflict-free shared tree is introduced to accomplish 
flow information propagation in the entire network. Unlike in a point-to-point link 
medium where a minimum-height spanning tree is the optimal solution for broadcasting, 
sibling stations (located at the same level) in the spanning tree may not be able to 
concurrently transmit in a broadcast medium due to spatial contention, thus using a 
conflict-free shared tree requires much less time than the minimum-height spanning tree 
for broadcasting in ad-hoc networks. We will adopt the algorithm for constructing a 
conflict-free tree used in [8] for our study. 
Once each flow obtains minimum increments from all other cliques, it will choose 
the the minimum among them as the global minimum increment and add it to its basic 
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allocation. Notice if a flow has I s_Saturated = true, then it is either in a saturated 
clique or dependent clique, and in both cases the flow should not increment its allocation 
anymore. 
The next round of allocation increment will start with each flow piggybacking its 
new allocation in the transmissions, such that each UCF within the same clique could 
overhear this information and determine the new local minimum increment. The same 
procedures as above repeat until all flows have I s_Saturated = true. 
Algorithm 4 briefly describes the localized SZD algorithms. 
In the above algorithm, each flow will update its fair allocation in a "round fashion". 
This nature leads to the fact that before reaching the fair allocation expected by the 
centralized SZD algorithm, number of rounds may have passed and some packets may 
have been transmitted according to some intermediate fair allocation at each flow. The 
time delay from the start to finally reaching the centralized SZD fair allocation (if 
possible) will be determined by the maximum height of the conflict-free trees constructed 
at each station in the network for broadcasting in each round. However, considering the 
difficulties rooted from the centralized nature of the SZD allocation algorithm, the above 
distributed version of SZD algorithm achieves very close approximation with reasonably 
bounded delay. We use the following example to illustrate the working of the distributed 
SZD algorithm and the result difference between the localized and centralized versions. 
fO 
f2 f4 
Figure 6.3 Flow contention graph of an example network. 
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Algorithm 4 Localized SZD Fair Allocation Algorithm 
1: \* line 2, 3 is run on all flows *\ 
2: I s_Saturated t-- false 
3: r~ = w· 
1, L Wj 
'v'JjET Ji 
4: \* line 5-19 is run on all UCFs *\ 
5: if Ii =false then 
6: while I s_Saturated =/=- true do 
7: calculate aggregate allocation to its clique Fe= L rJ 
JjEYJi 
8: if Fe = l then 
9: I s_S aturated t-- true 
10: notify all fi E Y Ii to set I s_Saturated t-- true 
11: else 
12: f t- (1 - Fe) I c2.:J/jEY JJ\ls_Saturated1/#true Wj) 
13: construct conflict-free tree and broadcast f 
14: rY t-- minimum of all f it received 
15: Ti t-- Ti + Tg 
16: piggyback the updated allocation ri in packet transmissions 
17: end if 
18: end while 
19: end if 
20: \* line 21-31 is run on all MCFs *\ 
21: if Ii = true then 
22: while I s_Saturated =/=- true do 
23: if (Ji is in a dependent clique) V (3fi E Y Ii /\Ii = f alse/\I s_S aturated Ii = true) 
then 
24: I s_Saturated t-- true 
25: else 
26: rg t-- minimum of all f it received 
27: Ti t-- Ti + Tg 
28: piggyback the updated allocation ri in packet transmissions 
29: end if 
30: end while 
31: end if 
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Considering the flow contention graph shown in Figure 6.3. The localized SZD algo-
rithm will work as following: 
1. Each flow sets I s_Saturated = false and calculate its basic allocation. - 1 ro - 2' 
2. Flow / 0, h and /6 will find out they are UCFs and flow /1, h, h, /4 and fs will 
find out they are MCFs. Furthermore, flow /3, /4 and / 5 discover they are in a 
dependent clique, and set I s_Saturated = true. 
3. UCF fo calculates its clique allocation as ½ + ¼ = 1~ and r = 1~~f O = 230. UCF h 
1 1 · 1. ll t· 1 1 1 1 _ 11 d - _ 1-11/20 _ 3 UCF ca cu ates its c 1que a oca 10n as 5 + 4 + 5 + 5 - 20 an r - l+l - 40 . 
/6 computes its clique allocation as ½ + ¼ = ¾ and f = 1-;J4 = ¼-
4. Flow / 0, /2 and / 6 construct conflict-free tree and broadcast their r in the net-
work. All flows receiving the information will find the minimum among them 
rg = min{430' 230' ¼} = 430' 
5. Flow fo, Ji, h and /6 update their allocations: ro = r1 = !~, r2 = !~ and 
r6 = Then they piggyback these updated allocations in packets transmissions 
so that their neighbors could update neighbor table with the new allocations. 
6 UCF t I 1 t ·t 1· 11 t· · 23 11 33 d - 1-33/40 1 • J O ca cu a es 1 s c 1que a oca 1On agam as 40 + 40 = 40 an r = l+ 1 = 80 . 
UCF /2 calculates its clique allocation as + + ¼ + ¼ = 1. Because its clique is 
saturated now, h sets I s_Saturated = true and also notifies all its neighbor flow 
Ji, h and / 4 to set J s_Saturated = true. UCF / 6 computes its clique allocation 
1 23 _ 33 d - _ 1-33/40 _ 1 as 4 + 40 - 40 an r - 1 - 40 · 
7. Flow fo and / 6 construct conflict-free tree and broadcast their r in the net-
work. All flows receiving the information will find the minimum among them 
g - . {.l .l} - .]_ r - min 80 , 40 - 80 · 
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8. Flow Jo and f 6 update their allocations: r0 = and r6 = Repeating the 
above procedures will result in r 0 = and r 6 = when all flows have set 
I s_Saturated = true. 
9. So the final result of the localized SZD will be: r0 = r 1 = r 2 = r3 = !~, 
16 20 60 r 4 = 80' rs = 80' r6 = 80. 
In Table 6.3, we compare the results produced by centralized and localized SZD 
algorithm for the example network in Figure 6.3. 
Table 6.3 Comparison of allocation results between centralized and local-
ized SZD algorithm for Figure 6.3. 
SZD Centralized Localized 
ro 61 58 80 80 
r1 19 22 80 80 
r2 23 26 80 80 
T3 
19 16 
80 80 
T4 
19 16 
80 80 
rs 30 20 80 80 
r6 50 60 80 80 
Throughput 2.763 2.725 
g 1.284 1.232 
FFI 0.159 0.226 
The localized SZD gives very similar spatial reuse gain g to the centralized version, 
but producing a much higher FF I. The high FF I is due to the existence of depen-
dent clique c = {h, / 4 , / 5} in the flow contention graph, because in the localized SZD 
algorithm, we do not increment allocations to flows in any dependent clique, thus the 
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residual channel bandwidth will be assigned to other flows that may be much more con-
tentious than the flows in the dependent clique. For example, in Figure 6.3, flow /3, 
f 4 and f5 are in the dependent clique, thus they do not get any allocation increment, 
but flows with much higher contention such as flow Ji gets increment. The existence 
of dependent clique hurts our fairness in fairness objective, but for networks without 
dependent cliques in their flow contention graph, the localized SZD generally will yield 
the same result as expected by the centralized SZD algorithm. The worst case is when 
all cliques in the flow contention graph are dependent cliques, such as a cycle graph ( Ck 
where k > 3), where centralized SZD will allocate ½ to each flow while localized SZD 
will set the basic allocation of ½ as final allocation to each flow. 
6.6 Distributed Packet Scheduling Algorithm 
Fair packet scheduling has been under extensive study in recent years as a way to 
provide fairness, minimum throughput guarantees and bounded delay access in wireless 
networks [7, 9, 2, 11, 8, 1, 14]. Most algorithms proposed are based on the idea of Start 
Time Fair Queueing (STFQ)[25) or Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ)[24). 
In [8] a hybrid variant of STFQ and WFQ is presented, where each flow has a queue 
for its packets, and each packet has two tags, a start tag and a finish tag. The start tag of 
the nth packet of flow f is determined by STJ,n = max{ v(t1,n), FT1,n-1} and the finish 
tag of the nth packet of flow f is specified as FT1,n = ST1,n+L/r1, v(t) is the virtual time 
at time t, and t1,n denotes the arrival time of the packet. Lis the fixed packet size and r1 
is the weight of flow f. The scheduler will always transmit the packet whose start tag is 
no greater than v(t)+L, or the packet with minimum start tag. This algorithm has been 
shown to achieve a fairness objective that is very similar to the basic allocation in our 
basic fairness definition. The author further approximated the maximum independent 
set problem in order to achieve channel spatial reuse by concurrently scheduling packets 
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from non-contending flows. However, the scheme presented in [8] mainly focuses on a 
packet scheduling algorithm that will result in fair allocation, instead of starting with 
fairness models and algorithms by assuming that the packet scheduling has been worked 
out and then devise ways to approximate the fair allocation algorithms, as we did in this 
paper. Although we could adopt scheduling algorithm in [8] for our basic allocation, 
other algorithms presented in our study still demand for new scheduling schemes. It 
would be very desirable to have a single scheduling scheme to support different fair 
allocation algorithms. 
In [7] the author proposed a scheme where each station piggybacks the Head-of-Line 
(HOL) packet information in the RTS-CTS-DATA-ACK frame such that all stations in 
the same broadcast medium could accurately determine the packet with highest priority 
index to transmit. This scheme is accomplished by modifying the IEEE 802.11 backoff 
policy. Also realizing that due to possible channel error and node mobility, some nodes 
may not overhear all the piggybacked HOL information in the current communication, 
the author proved that even with a moderate probability of incomplete information on 
some nodes, the result approximates the idealized result, where all nodes can perfectly 
overhear all packets in the shared medium, very closely. This scheme seems very at-
tractive and suitable for our study because once we could appropriately transform the 
calculated fair share of each flow to the corresponding priority index of each packet, 
this scheme could support all fair allocation algorithms we proposed. However, it is not 
clear how such transformation from flow's fair share to priority index of packet could be 
accomplished at this point. 
Another scheduling scheme is described in [4], where one can adjust each flow's 
transmission rate according to real time traffic conditions observed by the station. For 
example if a station's finished workload is Te and it also overheard other stations' finished 
workload T0 , then the ratio of the two should be maintained proportional to the ratio 
of their fair allocations. This approach satisfies our needs best, because for different fair 
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allocation algorithms, the calculated fair share to each flow could be directly feeded into 
the same scheduling algorithm so we do not have to devise different packet scheduling 
schemes for different fair allocation algorithms. Besides, it is also simple to implement 
through backoff schemes within the IEEE 802.11 paradigm. 
This approach described in [4] consists of two steps. The first step is to dynamically 
estimate the channel utilization within each clique. Based on the estimation, each station 
can adjust its flows' contention windows correspondingly to be more or less aggressive. 
The traffic share estimation algorithm is shown as Algorithm 5. 
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Algorithm 5 Traffic Share Estimation Algorithm 
F: all flows that originate from current station. 
F': all flows that are sensed by current station and F n F' =/- 0. 
Te: measured volume of traffic of flows in F. 
T0 : measured volume of traffic of flows in F'. 
Ae: the aggregate fair share of flows f E F that originate at current station. 
A0 : the aggregate fair share of flows f' E F' sensed by current station. 
LasLSender: used to correlate ACK and DATA packets in case that both the sender 
and receiver are in F'. 
\ * following code is run on all stations * \ 
2: for each packet pin the shared medium do 
if p.DesLID = My_JD then 
4: if p.Type = ACK then 
\* TvATA is the volume of current DATA packet p *\ 
6: Te +-- Te + TvATA 
else 
8: if p.Type = DAT A then 
To+-- To+ TvATA 
10: end if 
end if 
12: else 
if p.Type = ACK then 
14: if p.Dest_J D =/- LasLSender then 
To+-- To+ TvATA 
16: end if 
else 
18: if p.Type = DATA then 
To+-- To+ TvATA 
20: LasLSender +-- p.Sender _JD 
end if 
22: end if 
end if 
24: end for 
The above algorithm only estimates the successful transmissions, and failed or suc-
cessful RTS and CTS packets are not counted into the observed volume. In IEEE 802.11, 
the possibility of DATA packet colliding is reasonably small thus we could estimate the 
traffic volume according to sensed ACK and DATA packets. 
LasLSender is used in the algorithm to avoid duplicate estimation of some packets, 
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because some flows can be sensed through both DATA and ACK packets (when current 
station's transmission region covers both the sender and receiver of the flow), while 
others may only be sensed through either DATA or ACK packets (when current station 
can hear either the sender or the receiver of the flow). By using LasLS ender, if the 
current ACK packet's receiver is the sender of the latest DATA packet sensed, then it 
means both the DATA and ACK packet belong to the same flow. 
Based on the above estimation result, each station could adjust its contention window 
to make its flow more or less aggressive by comparing its obtained share to its theoretical 
fair allocation. In [4) a fairness reference (FR) is defined as: 
Based on the value of FR, we use the following backoff based algorithm which is 
proposed in [4) to adjust contention window while preserving the BEB in IEEE 802.11. 
Algorithm 6 Backoff Window Adjustment Algorithm 
1: Threshold t- 0.05 
2: T is a given timer period 
3: for each timer period T do 
4: if A0 =/= 0 I\ Ae =/= 0 then 
5: if T0 = 0 I\ Te =/= 0 then 
6: CW Mint- CW Minx 2 
7: else 
8: if FR 2:: Threshold then 
9: CW Mint- CW Minx 2 
10: else 
11: if FR -Threshold then 
12: CW Mint- CWMin/2 
13: end if 
14: end if 
15: end if 
16: end if 
17: end for 
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CHAPTER 7. SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this chapter, we use simulations to evaluate our proposed algorithms. Specifically, 
we implement the distributed basic fair allocation algorithms within the 802.11 MAC 
protocol, and its results are directly feed into the traffic estimation and collte.ntion 
window adjustment schemes for packet scheduling. 
We make the assumption that each sender/receiver of a flow is in the transmission 
range of all its contending flows' senders/receivers, so that the information exchange 
between the sender and receiver of a flow can be avoided. ·· Instead of using explicit 
signaling between the sending and receiving station of a flow to obtain a complete 
contention status, we piggyback each flaw's claimed bandwidth share in each RTS frame 
as shown in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2. As a result, all contending flows' sending stations 
will be able to overhear and extract the information and store it in the data structure 
to calculate its own basic fair share and its neighbors fair share. This calculation results 
then are feed into the traffic estimation and contention window adjustment schemes for 
packet scheduling. The data structure each station maintains can also be simplified by 
having only the source, destination and the claimed share fields. 
Octets: 
Frame 
Control 
Duration 
Mac Header 
6 
RA 
6 4 
TA FCS 
Figure 7.1 RTS frame in IEEE 802.11 MAC. 
Meanwhile, we also simulate pre-computed SZD, which means we calculate SZD fair 
Octets: 
Frame 
Control 
Duration 
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RA 
Mac Header 
4 
TA my_share FCS 
Figure 7.2 Modified RTS frame for information dissemination to implement 
distributed basic fair allocation algorithms in IEEE 802.11 MAC. 
allocations using idealized SZD1 , and feed that into the packet scheduling algorithm for 
throughput and fair allocation comparison purpose. 
The MAC layer of 802.11 MAC is modified to include the distributed basic fair 
allocation algorithms and the packet scheduling schemes. The simulator is done in ns-
2.1 b9a. The radio model is based on existing commercial wireless network with a radio 
transmission rage of 250 meters and channel capacity of 2Mbit/sec. We simulate flows 
with Constant Bit Rate (CBR) application model, where the data packet size is set to 
512 bytes and transported using UDP. Each simulation is run for 1000 seconds, and the 
throughput is counted as number of packets. 
7 .1 Simulation Scenario 1 
In this example, we simulate the simple topology we have used throughout this thesis 
in Figure 7.3. We observe that the distributed basic fair allocation algorithm indeed 
achieves the theoretical fair distribution of the channel bandwidth among all flows by 
comparing the theoretical share and simulation share in Table 7.1. We furthermore 
observe that the basic fair allocation algorithm produces higher total throughput than 
IEEE 802.11 MAC (38% higher). The UI (defined and discussed in Chapter 4) shows 
the unfairness of IEEE 802.11 MAC by allocating the biggest share to the bottleneck 
flow h- Although the distributed basic allocation gives very close results as the idealized 
1 Due to its complexity and high computation requirement, we currently do not have an efficient 
realization of the SZD algorithm in the distributed manner. 
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basic algorithm does, some flows do not reach their basic fair allocations. However, the 
distributed basic algorithm has a significantly less U I than the IEEE 802.11. 
fO f2 f3 
V • 
fl 
Figure 7.3 Flow contention graph for simulation scenario 1. 
Table 7.1 Comparison of simulation results for Figure 7.3. 
Flow 802.11 MAC I Basic I Simulated Share I Theoretical Share I 
Jo 36531 56008 0.339 0.333 
Ii 36789 54960 0.333 0.333 
h 58471 41814 0.253 0.250 
h 37551 81128 0.491 0.500 
Total 169342 (100%) 233910 (138%) - -
UI 1.31 0.5 - -
In Figure 7.4 we compare the throughput of each flow produced by IEEE 802.11 
MAC, the distributed basic fair allocation algorithm and simulation of pre-computed 
SZD fair allocation algorithm. 
It can be seen in Figure 7.4 that the IEEE 802.11 MAC gives highest bandwidth 
allocation to flow h, which is actually the bottleneck flow in the network contention 
graph. This could partly explain the very low total throughput of the IEEE 802.11 
MAC compared to basic fair allocation algorithm and the pre-computed SZD simulation 
result in Figure 7.5, because more allocation to the bottleneck flow inevitably reduces 
the throughput of the network, as the inherent conflict between fairness and spatial reuse 
indicates. The other possible reason for the higher total throughput of basic and pre-
computed SZD is the more dynamic and coordinated adjustment of contention window, 
which results in a more efficient use of the channel bandwidth. Pre-computed SZD 
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Throughput Comparison 
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fO 
- IEEE 802.11 
- Pre-computed SZD 
[===:J Distributed Basic 
11 12 13 
Flow ID 
Figure 7.4 Throughput comparison for simulation scenario 1. 
achieves the highest throughput among all, as we expected because of its spatial reuse 
consideration. 
Total Throughput Comarison 
300x1(}'l ..--;::::=============,-------------, 
- IEEE 802.11 MAC 
- Pre-computed SZD 
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200x1(}'l 
'S a. .c 
Cl ::, e 150x1(}'l -
I-
~ 100x1(}'l 
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IEEE 802.11 
MAC 
Pre-computed 
SZD 
Distributed 
BASIC 
Figure 7.5 Total throughput comparison for simulation scenario 1. 
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7.2 Simulation Scenario 2 
In this scenario we simulate five flows as shown in Figure 7.6. The simulation results 
are given in Table 7.2, and the throughput comparison and the fair share comparison 
are shown in Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8. 
fl f3 
fO f2 f4 
Figure 7.6 Flow contention graph for simulation scenario 2. 
Table 7.2 Comparison of simulation results for Figure 7.6. 
I Flow I 802.11 MAC I Basic I Simulated Share I Theoretical Share I 
Jo 23068 68561 0.340 0.333 
!1 33511 49739 0.246 0.250 
h 45953 40082 0.199 0.200 
h 37021 50347 0.249 0.250 
f4 28355 67254 0.333 0.333 
Total 167908 (100%) 275983 (164%) - -
UI 0.86 0.67 - -
Again, IEEE 802.11 MAC gives the bottleneck flow h the highest channel allocation 
share, thus leading to not only the unfair allocation ( as the high U I indicates) but also 
the poor total throughput of the network. 
'S 
C. .r:. 
Cl ::::, e .r:. 
I-
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Throughput Comparison 
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Figure 7. 7 Throughput comparison for simulation scenario 2. 
7.3 Simulation Scenario 3 
In this example, we simulate nine flows as shown in Figure 7.9. The simulation 
results are given in Table 7.3. In this case, we see that IEEE 802.11 again assigns 
highest channel allocation to the MCFs, /3 and / 4 at the cost of starving other less 
contentious flows and les~ aggregate throughput of the network. The IEEE 802.11 yields 
a high U I which indicates its unfairness. 
Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11 compare the each flaw's throughput and total throughput 
of network. The pre-computed SZD achieves the highest network throughput among all. 
'5 a. 
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Total Throughput Comparison 
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Figure 7.8 Total Throughput comparison for simulation scenario 2. 
fO f5 
f6 
fl 
f2 
Figure 7.9 Flow contention graph for simulation scenario 2. 
Table 7.3 Comparison of simulation results for Figure 7.9. 
Flow 802.11 MAC I Basic I Simulated Share I Theoretical Share I 
io 19140 40121 0.249 0.250 
ii 19888 39919 0.248 0.250 
h 19468 39885 0.247 0.250 
h 25038 34249 0.212 0.200 
i4 22847 27977 0.174 0.167 
is 15410 31168 0.193 0.200 
i6 15920 32532 0.202 0.200 
h 15639 31767 0.197 0.200 
is 15221 31425 0.195 0.200 
Total 168571 (100%) 309043 (183%) - -
UI 1.15 0.68 - -
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Figure 7.10 Throughput comparison for simulation scenario 3. 
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Figure 7.11 Total throughput comparison for simulation scenario 3. 
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The explosive growth of the Internet and the convergence of wireless communica-
tion and networking have jump-started many wireless networking technologies such as 
wireless ad-hoc networks in civilian environment, bluetooth and sensor networks. The 
state-of-the-art multiple access protocols for shared channel wireless networks often lack 
a well-defined notion of fairness, however, and do not provide any systematic mechanism 
for achieving fairness among contending flows. The critical issue of providing fairness 
for wireless ad-hoc networks has been under extensive study in the research community. 
A wireless ad-hoc network is a shared-medium multiple-access network in nature, with 
additional special characteristics such as the location dependent contention and the in-
herent conflict between maximizing channel spatial reuse and achieving fairness, thus 
making even a clear definition of fairness in such networks very difficult. 
This thesis perceived the need to develop a general analytical framework in which to 
reason about fairness in shared channel networks, specifically in wireless ad-hoc networks. 
This thesis makes several important contributions: 
1. Several novel fair allocation algorithms are designed seeking to solve the inherent 
conflict between achieving fairness and maximizing throughput. 
2. The concept of "fairness in fairness" is introduced as the objective in the re-
distribution of the residual channel bandwidth to fully explore the channel spatial 
reuse in wireless ad-hoc networks. 
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3. A set of fairness evaluation metrics is proposed to quantitatively analyze fairness 
and throughput that different allocation algorithms could achieve, and particularly, 
it describes how fairness in fairness could be evaluated. 
4. Distributed fair allocation algorithms are presented, as well as the flow information 
dissemination scheme. 
5. A packet scheduling scheme is developed based on traffic estimation and contention 
window adjustment to support all the different fair allocation algorithms proposed 
at the lower packet level. This scheme is implemented in IEEE 802.11 MAC layer. 
6. Basic fair allocation is realized in the distributed manner and implemented within 
IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. Simulated results over several example networks 
prove it produces very close to the idealized algorithm. 
We started with a basic definition of fairness in the context of wireless ad-hoc net-
works as the first step to build a framework for analyzing and modeling fairness in general 
shared-medium networks. Then a set of novel algorithms that achieve both fairness and 
channel spatial reuse were presented. We also devised systematic metrics that could 
quantitatively evaluate fairness in such networks. The notion of "fairness in fairness" 
was introduced and enforced in our evaluation of fairness. It is a special feature for 
shared-medium networks, such as wireless ad-hoc networks, where channel spatial reuse 
is possible. Finally we demonstrated through simulations that the distributed basic fair 
allocation could perform very close to the theoretical fairness expectation, and yield 
higher throughput than the original IEEE 802.11 MAC. 
While this work is very promising, issues such as the impact by the presence of 
mobility and random channel error during transmission will be investigated. 
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